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Jock met his friends at the bowling alley after finishing up at his medical practice one evening. Jock
rented bowling shoes at the front counter on his way in. The rental attendant, Donald, noticed Jock’s
expensive Gucci briefcase. Donald figured he could sell it for a high price on eBay, so he offered to store
it behind the counter for Jock while he bowled. Feeling it was safer to leave the briefcase at the counter
under Donald’s supervision, Jock agreed.

When Donald’s shift was up 10 minutes later, he took Jock’s briefcase. When Donald got home, he
discovered $500 in cash in the briefcase along with a drug prescription pad with one unused sheet left.
He pocketed the cash and filled out the prescription form for 100 hydrocodon pills. Donald took the
prescription to the local drugstore. He handed it to the pharmacist, Bill, who refused to fill it because it
looked suspicious to him.

Enraged, Donald shoved a reading glasses display off the counter. As the display crashed to the ground,
Donald reached across the counter and grabbed Bill by the collar. He told Bill that he had a gun and to
seriously re-think refusing to fill the prescription. Bill said he’d do whatever Donald wanted. Donald told
him to get the hydrocodon. Bill handed Donald the bottle of pills, and Donald headed for the door.

As Donald neared the exit, the security guard, Ed, ordered Donald to stop. Donald obeyed. Ed
approached cautiously and started to handcuff Donald. Donald suddenly head-butted Ed and twisted
free. Donald ran into the parking lot, where he was apprehended by police. Ed died from the head
injury.

What crimes, if any, were committed?

